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Ted Nordhaus is a leading global thinker on energy, environment, climate, human 

development, and politics. He is the co-founder and executive director of the 

Breakthrough Institute and a co-author of "An Ecomodernist Manifesto."  

  

Over the last decade, he has helped lead a paradigm shift in climate, energy, and 

environmental policy. He was among the first to emphasize the imperative to "make 

clean energy cheap" in The Harvard Law and Policy Review, explained why efforts to 

establish legally binding international limits on greenhouse gas emissions would fail in 

the Washington Post and Democracy Journal, made the case for nuclear energy as a 

critical global warming solution in the Wall Street Journal, has written on the limits to 

energy efficiency and the need to prepare for climate change in the New York Times, 

and has argued for the importance of intensifying agricultural production in order to 

spare land for forests and biodiversity in Scientific American and the Guardian. 

  

His 2007 book Break Through, co-authored with Michael Shellenberger, was called 

"prescient" by Time and "the best thing to happen to environmentalism since Rachel 

Carson's Silent Spring" by Wired. (An excerpt in The New Republic can be read here.) 

Their 2004 essay, "The Death of Environmentalism," was featured on the front page of 

the Sunday New York Times, sparked a national debate, and inspired a generation of 

young environmentalists. 

  

Over the years, Nordhaus been profiled in the New York Times, Wired, the San Francisco 

Chronicle, the National Review, The New Republic, and on NPR.  In 2007, he received the 

Green Book Award and Time magazine's 2008 "Heroes of the Environment" award. 

 

Nordhaus is executive editor of the Breakthrough Journal, which The New Republic called 

"among the most complete efforts to provide a fresh answer" to the question of how to 

modernize liberal thought, and the National Review called "The most promising effort at 

self-criticism by our liberal cousins in a long time." 

 

http://thebreakthrough.org/blog/Fast%20Clean%20Cheap.pdf
http://views.washingtonpost.com/climate-change/panelists/ted_michael/2009/10/only_technology_policy_--_not_more_targets_and_timetables_--_can_save_copenhagen.html
http://democracyjournal.org/magazine/9/scrap-kyoto/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323716304578482663491426312
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/09/opinion/the-problem-with-energy-efficiency.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/01/opinion/01shellenberger.html?_r=0
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-modern-agriculture-can-save-the-gorillas-of-virunga/
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/sep/25/george-monbiot-is-wrong-to-suggest-small-farms-are-best-for-humans-and-nature
http://www.amazon.com/Break-Through-Environmentalism-Politics-Possibility/dp/0618658254/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1346973856&sr=8-3&keywords=break+through%3A+why+we+can%27t+leave+saving+the+planet+to+environmentalists
http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1841778_1841779_1841804,00.html
http://www.wired.com/science/planetearth/magazine/15-10/mf_burning?currentPage=all
http://thebreakthrough.org/blog/PDF/Break_Through_TNR.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/02/06/national/06enviro.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/13/books/review/Yglesias-t.html
http://www.wired.com/science/planetearth/magazine/15-10/mf_burning?currentPage=all
http://www.sfgate.com/politics/joegarofoli/article/Thinkers-take-liberalism-apart-in-order-to-save-it-2368007.php
http://www.sfgate.com/politics/joegarofoli/article/Thinkers-take-liberalism-apart-in-order-to-save-it-2368007.php
http://www.aei.org/article/energy-and-the-environment/climate-change/an-environmental-reformation/
http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/91062/breakthrough-journal-liberalism-media
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=105834436
http://www.stevens.edu/provost/news/single_news.php?news_events_id=953
http://www.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1841778_1841779_1841804,00.html
https://thebreakthrough.org/index.php/journal/past-issues/issue-1
http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/91062/breakthrough-journal-liberalism-media
http://www.aei.org/article/energy-and-the-environment/climate-change/an-environmental-reformation/

